something like fate by susane colasanti new books on my - something like fate by susane colasanti synopsis as in the unwritten rule by elizabeth scott the author based her story on the love triangle and on a friendship that is shattered by the arrival of a boy nothing new and revolutionary but it works as well something like fate de susane colasanti, susane colasanti something like fate - the way that susane colasanti made lani and jason react to each other their connection it was like nothing i'd ever read before i literally had chills yes there have been a number of similar books in the ya world but something like fate stands on its own colasanti did not make her ending sugar coated, something like fate by susane colasanti - about susane colasanti susanne colasanti is the bestselling author of when it happens he takes me there waiting for you and something like fate so much closer keep holding on and all i need susane has a bachelor's degree from the university of pennsylvania and more about susane colasanti, the book scout review something like fate by susane the plot of something like fate was well orchestrated and i liked how the subplots were tied in to the story lani was a main character i got easily frustrated with but at the same time i really felt bad for her overall something like fate was a quick read that left me eager to pick up more by susane colasanti i recommend it to fans of, author interview and giveaway with susane colasanti the - author susane colasanti author of when it happens waiting for you and something like fate so much closer bio susanne colasanti is the author of when it happens he takes me there waiting for you and something like fate she has a bachelor's degree from the university of pennsylvania and a master's degree from new york university, the garden of books review of something like fate by - something like fate is an amazing read of two people drawn together by fate but kept apart by friendship i loved watching this story unfold and the intense bonds of both friendship and love susane colasanti is a new author to watch on my personal list i look forward to reading her next books reply delete, editions of something like fate by susane colasanti - editions for something like fate 0670011460 hardcover published in 2010 014241882x paperback published in 2011 published in 2012 kindle editi, amazon com something like fate 9780142418826 susane - susanne colasanti is the bestselling author of when it happens he takes me there waiting for you and something like fate so much closer keep holding on all i need now and forever and the city love trilogy she has a bachelor's degree from the university of pennsylvania and a master's degree from new york university, susane colasanti harpercollins com - susanne colasanti is the bestselling author of when it happens he takes me there waiting for you and something like fate so much closer keep holding on all i need now and forever and the city love trilogy she lives in downtown manhattan you can connect with susane at www.susanecolasanti.com